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Before You Start

The patterns and tutorials I create are mainly directed at photo prop designers and photographers, with beginner to advanced skill, 
however, they can also be enjoyed by any home seamstress or fashion designer.

Most of my patterns and tutorials are created as separates, so that you (the purchaser) can be the designer, mixing any patterns you 
choose, to come up with the perfect gown! I choose to leave room for you to come up with creative ideas, however, if you need help 
with mixing pattern pieces, feel free to contact me. 

Disclaimer
The information purchased from Chelsea Celeste Designs, is the intellectual property of Chelsea Celeste Designs. 

By purchasing a tutorial or pattern from Chelsea Celeste Designs, you are agreeing to:
• Never share the information purchased unless given direct permission by Chelsea Bootsman (maker and designer of Chelsea Celeste 

Designs).
• Never re-sell the patterns or tutorials purchased from Chelsea Celeste Designs. 
• Never make changes to patterns or tutorials purchased from Chelsea Celeste Designs and sell them/it as your own. 

You may:
• Use the patterns or tutorials purchased, for personal use.
• Sell the physical creations you make from a pattern or tutorial purchased by Chelsea Celeste Designs.

Please respect the time and effort I put into creating patterns for your use. Just like you, I am an artist just trying to make a living! 
I hope you enjoy what I make, and would love for you to share your creations in my Facebook group: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/1545667009068783 or on Instagram, tagging @chelseacdesigns, #chelseacdesigns, or #ccdpatterns

If you have any questions, feel free to ask in my FB group: Chelsea Celeste Designs - Photo prop patterns (link above), or message me 
on my FB page: https://www.facebook.com/ChelseaCelesteDesigns/  
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Fabric Guide

Ideal fabrics For Maternity Gowns:

Chiffon - lightweight, flowy, semi-transparent.
Satin - shiny, comes in various weights, opaque.
Organza - lightweight, transparent, somewhat stiff.
Tulle - lightweight, transparent, stiff.
Jersey/knit - stretchy, comes in various weights, flowy, opaque.
ITY knit - very stretchy, lightweight, flowy, opaque.
Lace - elegant, comes in stretch/non-stretch, transparent. 

Fabric Weight :

Fabric weights vary based on fiber content and weave. This 
can affect the opaqueness (more or less transparent), and the 
drape/fluidity. 
When shopping for fabrics, keep in mind the style of gown 
you are making. Is your skirt full? - will a thicker fabric be too 
heavy? Does the skirt need to be stretchy? - does the fabric 
go transparent when stretched out? When shopping online 
for fabric, it really helps to know the weight of a fabric before 
purchasing - some websites list it and some don’t. 

Fabric Weight OSY GSM Needle

Extra Light 2 oz - 4 oz 8 g - 136 g 60/8  65/9

Light 4 oz - 6 oz 136g - 204 g 70/10  75/11

Medium 6 oz - 8 oz 204 g - 272 g 75/11  80/12

Medium-Heavy 8 oz - 10 oz 272 g - 339 g 80/12  90/14

Heavy 10 oz - 12 oz 339 g - 407 g 100/16  110/18

Extra Heavy 12oz - 14oz 407 g - 475 g 110/18  120/19

OSY - Ounce per square yard          GSM - Grams per square meter

Fabric Stretch:

Hold a 5” piece of fabric up to the chart and stretch it to find out the amount of stretch it has. You can take this with you when fabric 
shopping, or if you are purchasing knit fabric online, look for the percentage of stretch, before purchasing. When making slim fitting 
gowns, try to use anything with 50% or more stretch. 
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Maternity Measurement Sheet

Size Small (2-6) Medium (8-12) Large (14-18) X-Large (20-24)

Bust 33-36 37-41 42-46 47-51
Under Bust 30-32 33-35 36-38 39-41
Waist 33-35 36-39 40-44 45-49
Hip 38-40 41-44 45-49 50-55
Bust tip to tip 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5
Across Back 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.5
Across Front 14 15 16 17
Back length (nape-waist) 15 16 17 18
Side Length (armpit-waist) 10 11 12 13
Armhole Depth 7.5 8 9 10
Shoulder Width 5 5.5 6 6
Shoulder to Elbow 12.25 12.5 12.75 13
Shoulder to Wrist 22 22.5 23 23.5
Inside Arm 18.5 19 19.5 20
Bicep 11 13 15 17
Wrist 6 6.5 7 7.5

*All measurements are in inches.

• The reason I provide you with an “almost” full measurement guide, rather than just the basics, is because I make the patterns, but 
you still design the gown, so if you aren’t already, familiarize yourself with how to take measurements and what measurements you 
will need for each of your designs. 

• Please remember that this is just a basic guide, created from my sizing preferences. 
• Designers or photographers: When creating photography props, its best to design them in a way so that they fit a wide range of 

sizes, so that your clients or customers aren’t bummed out that you don’t have that “perfect gown” in their size. In short, use fabrics 
with lots of stretch, or add elastic anywhere you can, to allow for lots of stretch.

• Make sure that strapless bodices either have elastic encased in the under bust seam or that they fit at least 3” smaller than the bust 
measurement, because skirts can get quite heavy, resulting in the gown falling out of place. 
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About this design: This gown is simple yet incredibly elegant. It’s a great way to use up those small fabric cuts, and makes for a great 
beginner gown...or quick gown when you’re in a pinch!

Variation: Wear belted or loose.

Sizes: Regular and Large.

Materials: Anything (stretch or non-stretch), with a nice fluid drape - lightweight fabric works best.
          
Fabric Width: Approx. 58 - 60 inches (this is a standard width).

Fabric Length:  Regular - 2 y/m
         Large - 2.5 y/m

Supplies: Sewing machine – domestic or industrial
        Serger (optional)
        Fabric
        Fabric scissors
        Tailors chalk
        Pins
        Thread
        Measuring tape
        Belt or sash to accessorize

Tutorial Info - Quick Grecian Gown
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Cutting/Construction Instructions

*Because this gown isn’t for fitting in any way, you don’t need to be 
overly precise with measurements, these are more of a guideline than 
anything. 

• Cut a piece of fabric that is approximately;
 Regular - 72” long (cut end to cut end) by 60” wide (selvage to  
 selvage).
 Large - 90” long (cut end to cut end) by 60” wide (selvage to sel 
 vage).

• Fold your piece in half lengthwise (cut end to cut end), with the right 
sides of the fabric facing together. 

• Pin together the long open end.
• Serge or seam up this edge, leaving a 1/4” seam allowance. 
*This seam will be your center back seam.

1

2

3

*Photos turned sideways to fit in box
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Cutting/Construction Instructions

• With your fabric still folded in half, mark the opposite end of the 
seam. This mark is your center front. 

• Turn your fabric piece, so that the seam is lined up with the center 
front mark (you may pin them together, if you like). 

4

5

• From this center front mark, measure out on either side, and mark 
your points; 

 Regular - 5” on either side 
 Large - 6” on either side 6

Photos turned sideways to fit in box.
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Cutting/Construction Instructions

• Directly down from the center front mark, measure down 5” for regu-
lar size, and 6” for large.

• Connect your marks from one outer mark, to the lower center mark, 
and back up to the other outer mark, forming a triangle (this will be 
your v-neck hole. 

• If you are confident with this shape, then you can cut it out (if the V 
isn’t low enough, you can lower it down to your desired depth). 

• *Optional: at this point, you can finish the edges of the “V”, and the 
open top edges (armholes), or you can do this last (view step 9).

• At the outer edges of the V, measure out 2.5” on either side and mark 
these points, then pin the edge together, up to these points. 

• Take the gown to your machine and seam or serge these two pinned 
edges on either side (these will be your shoulder seams). 

• Now, all you have left, is to finish the edges, if you haven’t already 
done this.

• You can finish your neckline, armholes, and hem, with either a serge 
rolled hem, a double fold hem, or you can stitch on some trim. 

*If using a non-stretch fabric that frays, you will need to finish the edges, 
however, if you use a stretch fabric, you don’t necessarily need to finish 
the edges, unless you want a clean finished look. 

• Finally, you can leave the gown as is, and pair it with a lace bandeau 
underneath, or you can accessorize it with a belt or sash tied around 
the waist or under bust for maternity. 
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